**Selected titles on Sanqu 散曲 (Song-Poetry)**

- **Ming & Qing Dynasty (1368 – 1911 A.D.)**
  - After its golden period in the Yuan dynasty, Sanqu attracted even more attention from the literary scholars. In terms of the numbers of Sanqu writers and Sanqu, Ming dynasty even surpassed the Yuan dynasty.

- **Sanqu are independent song lyrics that take the form either of Xiaoling 小令 (single songs) or sets of songs called Taoshu 套數.**

**This guide includes:**
- Selective titles which provide excellent introductions, criticism and works in Sanqu.
- Please also consult other brochures on major literary works and authors in specific historical periods or literary genres.

---

**Preamble:**

Sanqu literally means free songs. It originated from vernacular songs that were heard in marketplaces. Sanqu reached its golden period in the Yuan dynasty when educated poets adopted it to express their emotions and thoughts.

Sanqu are independent song lyrics that take the form either of Xiaoling 小令 (single songs) or sets of songs called Taoshu 套數.

---

**Ming & Qing Dynasty (1368 – 1911 A.D.)**

**For more information please visit our homepage at www.library.utoronto.ca/east or ask our reference librarian.**
Sanqu (1260 – 1368 A.D.) became a popular form of poetry during the Yuan era, sharing the world of poetry with classical verse (shi), which remained the primary mode of poetry for the literati. Although many literati composed Sanqu in addition to shi, Sanqu was more closely associated with popular culture and often the world of drama, for many dramatists also wrote Sanqu.
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Yuan Dynasty (1260 – 1368 A.D.)
Sanqu became a popular form of poetry during the Yuan era, sharing the world of poetry with classical verse (shi), which remained the primary mode of poetry for the literati. Although many literati composed Sanqu in addition to shi, Sanqu was more closely associated with popular culture and often the world of drama, for many dramatists also wrote Sanqu.
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